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Abstract- A new heuristic algorithm is proposed by this paper, on multi-objective optimization using metaheuristics and TSP (travelling salesman problems). Basic thinking behind this algorithm is minimizing the TSP path or tour by dividing the entire tour into blocks that are overlapped to each other and then improve each individual block separately. Although it is unproven that a good solution have small improvement chances if a node moved far way to a position compared to its original solution. By intensively searching each block, further improvement is possible in TSP path or tour that never be supported in various search methods and genetic algorithm. Proposed algorithm and computational experiment performance was tested, and these tests are carried out with support of already present instances of problem. According to the results represented by paper, the computation verifies that proposed algorithm can solve TSPs efficiently. Proposed algorithm is then used for selecting optimal test cases, thousands of those test cases which are selected after confirming that they identify bugs and they itself selected from a repository of test cases; these thousand test cases are those test cases which are selected from several thousand test cases because they detect bugs. Few test cases from repository act as milestones (nodes) and having certain weight associated with each, proposed algorithm based on TSP implemented over selected result and select the optimal result or path or solution. These selected optimal test cases or selected path are further used to perform the regression testing, by applying those test cases selected by proposed algorithm in order to remove most of the faults or bugs effectively, i.e. take less time and identify almost all the bugs with few test cases. Hence this proposed algorithm assures most effective solution for regression testing test case selection.

Index Terms— Multi-Objective Optimization, Regression Testing, Test Case Selection, Metaheuristics, Heuristic Lab Tool, Heuristic Lab Problem Instances, Regression Test Case Selection etc.

I. INTRODUCTION

Travelling salesman problems is among combinatorial problems for optimization. TSPs with objective of minimizing the entire trip such a way –

- Visiting all the milestones (nodes) once.
- Return to initial (starting) node from where the journey started.
- Length (distance) of journey (trip) should be small.

TSP formula denoted as follow. Consider a network \( N= (M, A, P) \) where:-

- \( M \) –milestones set on the network.
- \( A \) –an arcs set.
- \( P= [p_{ij}] \), cost matrix

Simple application of travelling salesman problem is the visiting of a service boy around various locations while he is on duty, and wants to minimize overall travelling cost. The service boy faces routing problem, needed to schedule there visit for providing service to waiting customers by using already defined locations. Another TSP application is Post Routing. The postman is travels a defined number of addresses in their area. Also, the TSP acts as an important part of scheduling the trip of a postman, such that postman should travel a minimum path, the houses or milestones situated geographically apart to each other, to deliver each post and return to their initial location without visiting each location twice. Although, there are various other applications present such as:-

- Sequencing of genome in bio-engineering field. Where markers serve as nodes for genome maps and TSP sequence the genomes by providing distinct tool in order to build sequence of genome from data obtained by experiments conducted over proximity to individual group in nodes. Let, the nodes considered as cities, and then whole arrangement of genome can be imagined as TSP Trip visiting each node once.

- Drilling problem is one of the Applications of TSP, where TSP helps to reduce complete time taken at tour with electronic machine for drilling holes on an electronic printed chip. These printed chips are used in preparation of electronic circuit over which various ICs or components are mounted. Here in this problem drilling machine need to optimize the path for drilling numerous holes, such a way the time taken to drill these numerous holes should be minimized, hence TSP provide a solution by considering these holes locations as nodes and try to find the optimal path for doing drilling job.

Also, applications on which TSP is used will never be explained by these few given examples, where as
explained explanation on TSP application can be found in [A-B].

TSP as NP hard is proved in [1], which means an exact algorithm that is polynomial bounded for TSP exists unlikely. We proposed a heuristic algorithm in this paper for multi-objective optimization using metaheuristics to solve travelling salesman problem and their performance representation depend on TSP instances. This proposed algorithm was implemented and described by work in [2], [2] work available solution disintegrated to set of blocks that are overlapped to each other and after that blocks are individually explored. By using Generalized Crossing (GC) we done local searching, developed in [3], for TSP using genetic algorithm (GA), individual block is intensively explored for improving the existing solution. Proposed algorithm is then used for selecting optimal test cases, thousands of those test cases which are selected after confirming that they identify bugs and they itself selected from a repository of test cases; these thousand test cases are those test cases which are selected from several thousand test cases because they detect bugs. Few test cases from repository act as milestones (nodes) and having certain weight associated with each, proposed algorithm based on TSP implemented over selected result and select the optimal result or path or solution. These selected optimal test cases are further help to do regression testing, in order to remove most of faults or bugs effectively. Hence this proposed algorithm assures most effective solution for regression testing test case selection. Organized sequence of this paper is: Section 2, Literature review which defines the various works carried for multi-objective optimization with metaheuristics, regression test case selection and metaheuristics.

Regression testing is carried out to ensure that changes and enhancements do not impact the previously working functionality of software. This testing is executed after enhancement on software environment and it is difficult to determine that how much re-testing is required, especially at the end of the development cycle (SDLC).

Multi-objective optimization is multiple criteria decision making procedure, which is concerned with mathematical optimization problems, including more than one objective function to be optimized simultaneously.

Metaheuristics is a higher-level heuristic designed to identify, generate a lower-level heuristic that is a good-enough solution to an optimization problem, especially with less computation capacity. Metaheuristics may make several assumptions to solve the optimization problem, and they may be usable for problems of variety.

Various software development leaders that are working to support number of software activities, where software testing activities require large number of costly resources. Hence, it is very important to use these resources judiciously. Efficient resources are required for testing of any software. Since for large software products, it is impossible to test all the classes completely as it is not cost-effective and it will be time consuming. Thus, we need to identify the classes and modules, where testing is actually required. I.e., we need to identify the classes and modules that are more prone to bugs. Those modules which are modified and also those modules having dependencies over these modified modules are selected for testing. When such modules are identified, we can focus on them to find the causes of failure. Thus, causes of failure will be useful and beneficial for saving time and resources during software testing to improve the software quality and reliability. There are number of software regression test case selection method was proposed in the literature [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9] Also there have been various studies that have used subsets of the regression test case selection to analyzed relationships between the multi-objective and metaheuristics approach. Thus, paper provided the review and overview of all those previous studies from 2005 to 2014. These studies have been published in various conferences and journals ‘ACM Transactions on software Engineering and Methodology’, ‘Journal of Information Processing Systems’, ‘software quality journal’, ‘IEEE Transactions on software Engineering’, ‘Information and software Technology’, ‘Journal of Computer Science and technology’, ‘Empir software Engineering’, ‘Empirical software engineering’. In this study, we have focused on the techniques and efforts made and used by each study and the repository used to carry out the results. We mentioned the conference and journal name in which a paper has been published as well the year of publication for each one and their authors’ names. In all the studies on which the regression test case selection for multi-objective optimization with metaheuristics is used. Regression test case selection and its optimization is defined as the identification of fewer test cases from a large selected test case, which assures us to find the equal number of bugs that we found using large set of test cases. We have the complete summary of all the previous studies and work and thus comparative analysis can be performed.

Detailed proposed algorithm explained in sec (section)-3. Result of computation is provided in sec-4. Conclusion, future possibilities are written in sec-5.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

From last few decades TSP is intensively studied and various heuristic algorithms have been proposed, which are used in different fields to find solutions of complex problems. These proposed algorithms such as iterative improvement algorithms, construction algorithms, (B&C) branch and cut exact algorithm and (B&B) branch and bound, also include metaheuristics algorithms - Tabu search (TS), (SA) Simulated annealing , (ACO) Ant colony opt, (GA) genetic algorithm .

Construction procedures that are well known given here
- Rosencrantz and their team member [4] ; nearest neighbor procedure
- Wright and Clarke saving algorithms[5]
- Procedures for insertion [4]
- Karp [6]; partitioning approach
For TSP the best known iterative improvement algorithm is branch exchange and Genetic algorithm is providing the best solution for TSP under considerable environment. Lin [8] described the 2 opt and 3 opt heuristic. Quality of tours drastically improved by heuristic method, this is done by Lin and Kernighan [9].

In today scenario, their algorithm still acting as key ingredient of successful approaches in order to find high-quality paths (tour) and for other algorithm it always generate initial solution. [10] Gives an exchange procedure which is simplified requires $O(n^2)$ operations at every stage, although produce a tour which is nearly better same as the medium performance of third optimization algorithm.

Dantzig and their team member [11] gives one of the oldest accurate algorithms, to find a solution to formulation of integer by using linear programming (LP) relaxation, adding proper identified linear unevenness to the set for timely constraints. TSPs are widely solved by (B&B) Branch and bound algorithms. Original TSP formulation considered by AP (assignment problem formulation) and AP used by many authors to propose B&B algorithm. These many authors include

- Karp and Held[12]
- Smith and their team members [13]
- Eastman [14]
- Christofides [15]
- Carpaneto and Toth [16]
- Balas etc.

B&C algorithm- branch and cut algorithm as

- Padberg and Crowder [17]
- Grötschel, Holland [18]
- Padberg, Hong [19] etc.

Also metaheuristic algorithm successfully applied to TSP by many researchers.

Simulated annealing algorithm were developed by

- Lo and Hus [20]
- Bonomi and Lutton[21]
- Nahar and their team member [23]
- Golden and Skiscim[22] etc.

For TSP metaheuristic algorithms such as Tabu search have been proposed by

- Fiechter[24]
- Knox[25] etc.

Ant Colony is a new metaheuristics algorithm, this was indicated by

- Bullheimer and their team member [26]
- Banan and Gomez [27]
- Tsai and their team member [28]
- Dorigo and their team member [29] etc.

Techniques introduced for the TSP can be explained and elaborated in [A-B, 32] with comprehensive review. Further literature review for better understanding is illustrated in review paper of this topic i.e. Regression Test Case Selection for multi-objective optimization using Metaheuristics: a Literature Review.

III. PROPOSED METAHEURISTIC ALGORITHM

Here the proposed algorithm disintegrate existing path of TSP tour into overlapped blocks and all the blocks are focused and analyzed separately. Generalized Crossing (GC) method used for each block. The overlapping of each block enables us to modify position of milestones or nodes in the nearest block. Algorithm which is proposed in this paper utilizes a strategy called backtracking. When local optimum is reached by any block GC method is used to enhance that block. If in any circumstances GC method not able to enhance the block, the next block is selected and search for local optimum for enhancement. All this procedure is iteratively called till no block is present for the enhancement. Steps required in a strategy for above computation are minimized by:

If the node position between two blocks in overlap is changed then backtracking is implemented by Generalized crossing method, to take control to previous block to the current block; else the control transferred to next block from current block.

According to above figure entire Travelling salesman problem route is disintegrated by implementing blocks (B1, B2, B3 …). Let we illustrate by an example GC locally search the local optima and enhance it, but again by implementing backtracking to B1 block local search is iteratively continued till no further improvement is needed or possible.
Let block size represented by $sz_B$ and size of overlapped block represented by $sz_O$. $sz_B$ was calculated by total nodes in block. $sz_O$ is calculated by counting blocks that are overlapped to each other. Hence $sz_B = 6$, also we disintegrate block into 3 parts (one, two, three acc to figure 2). These three parts are used to create 5 new sequences. By using [3] these created sequences can further used to create new sequence, new sequences are in reverse order of the original. Now for every sequence in figure three, by reversing nodes we can create seven new sequences for one, two, three part represented in figure 2 and represent those seven sequences in figure 4. This means we are able to create forty-eight paths or tours on with initial tour is included. Initial enhancement strategy is first implemented using Generalized Crossing method.

This algorithm initiates its searching with small block with $sz_B = 3$, when there is no chance of improvement after few defined tries then algorithm terminates. Now, for $sz_B$, if $sz_O = sz_B \cdot \text{coefficient}$, number of disintegrated blocks from TSP path or tour gives by

$$ n = n \cdot \frac{sz_O - sz_O}{sz_B \cdot (1 - \text{Coefficient})} $$

Where $n$ is TSP size and ratio of $sz_O / sz_B$ is called coefficient ($C$) $0 < C \leq 1$. The ability of termination when maximum trials are done to attain optimal solution or path if enhancement is not done after few steps, makes this algorithm faster as compare to other algorithm used for this purpose.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND COMPUTATION

Genetic algorithm to solve TSP problem is compared with the proposed algorithm i.e. modified genetic algorithm to solve TSP for local searching and enhancement of individual blocks. New algorithm executes 20 TIMES and for all the problems, the output and analysis is represented in below given Table 1. Highlighted characters are the average deviation which is smallest between two algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the problem</th>
<th>Problem size</th>
<th>tour optimal length $L_{OPT}$</th>
<th>$%PDA$ – percentage deviation of average quality solution from $L_{OPT}$</th>
<th>$%PDB$ – percentage deviation of best quality solution from $L_{OPT}$</th>
<th>ACT – average time of computation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

A. Computation and comparison of proposed algorithm with existing genetic algorithm.

The average deviation (AD) of proposed algorithm is .51774% and average deviation of existing algorithm is .52944%, hence the AD of proposed algorithm is smaller than existing algorithm. The proposed algorithm got 11 best solutions where as existing genetic algorithm got only 7 best solution, out of total 19 TSPs. And proposed algorithm average performance having 14 smallest values where as the existing genetic algorithm got 5 smallest values for the average performance. Although the time take by proposed algorithm is less as compare to existing algorithm but it is very difficult to compare because execution environment for both of the algorithm are very much different. In general our proposed algorithm is better than the existing genetic algorithm used for solving TSPs.
Table 1. New algorithm executes 20 TIMES and for all the problems, the output and analysis is represented in below

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem Name</th>
<th>Problem Size</th>
<th>Optimal Solution</th>
<th>TSP by Genetic Algorithm</th>
<th>TSP by Proposed Algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>%PDA</td>
<td>%PDB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TIME TAKEN (sec)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>%PDA</td>
<td>%PDB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TIME TAKEN (sec)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>%PDA</td>
<td>%PDB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TIME TAKEN (sec)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Implementation of proposed algorithm over the selected test cases and identifying the minimal cost, effective test case to perform regression testing. Figure 4.

V. CONCLUSIONS

An algorithm is proposed to solve TSPs better than already existing genetic algorithm, both of these algorithm i.e. existing and proposed, are implemented to solve TSPs. Proposed algorithm is found better between both. Proposed algorithm used Generalized Crossing method and backtracking to optimize the block sequences and find out the best solution, where as GC implement the backtracking procedure iteratively till the best solution is not obtained, once a best solution obtained the algorithm terminates. This terminating property made the proposed algorithm better as compare to other algorithm. This proposed algorithm is then implemented selected test cases as shown in figure 4. Future accept of this paper is that if we can able to implement metaheuristics more coherently to prepare a new algorithm which is able
to select the optimal test cases out of several thousand test case (they detect fault or bugs), then we are able to select those test case which identify bugs in very less time, cost effectively, and we can then find maximum bugs with these few test cases.
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